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In Ref. [3], the problem of determining the finite subgroups of division 
rings with specified centers was investigated. The conjecture of Herstein that 
every such odd-order group is cyclic was shown to hold for finite-dimensional 
division algebras central over either Q, the rationals, or any quadratic 
extension of Q with the exception of Q( q-3). In this paper we test Herstein’s 
conjecture for finite-dimensional division algebras over local fields and 
various number fields. 
We will maintain the notation and terminology of Ref. [3]. Recall that. by 
a K-division ring, K a field, we mean a finite-dimensional central division 
algebra over K. If a finite group G is contained in the multiplicative group 
of a K-division ring, we say that G is K-adequate. By an A-group we will 
mean a noncyclic odd-order group which is a subgroup of some division 
ring. The A-groups are classified in Ref. [2, Theorems 4 and 51. In what 
follows, p and 4 will always denote distinct rational primes. Q, will denote the 
field of p-adic numbers. By a p-local field wc will mean a finite extension of 
Q, . For any natural number n, E, will denote some primitive n-th root of 
unity. If E and K are local fields with EJ K, WC denote the ramification 
degree from K to E by e(E / K). The residue class fields of K and E will be 
denoted by K and E, respectively. We identify K as a subfield of E and 
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write f(E ( K) = [E : E]; f(E 1 K) is tl 1c residue class degree of E over K. 
We have [E : K] = e(E 1 K)f(E j K). 
In Section 1 we give necessary and sufficient conditions on ap-local field K 
in order for there to exist a K-adequate ;;2-group. In particular, we show that 
if p is either two or a Fermat prime (i.e., one of the form 1 -i- Zd) no such 
group can exist. We show in Section 2 that if K is an algebraic number field 
for which there exists a K-adequate J-group, then [K : Q] is not an odd 
prime and K must contain some nontrivial Abelian extension of Q. in 
particular, these results give a wide class of fields for which Herstcin’s 
conjecture is valid. 
In this section we will determine the necessary and sufficient conditions 
that a local field K must satisfy in order for there to exist a K-adequate 
A-group. We will begin by proving some preliminary results concerning 
the Hasse invariants of certain division algebras. All p-local fields considered 
will be assumed to be subfields of a fixed algebraic closure g, of Q, 
SupposeFis an A-group. By Lemma 1 2 of Ref. [3] there exists a subgroup 
H of F, W an A-group, 1 H 1 divisible by exactly two primes. If F is K- 
adequate, then so is I-I. For this reason we will primarily be concerned with 
A-groups of order divisible by exactly two primes. Suppose Gis such a group. 
Then G is a G,,,,. group, where m = paqh, 11 -= @, and s 2-7 qb [2, p. 3621. 
Let D(G) be the minimal division algebra containing G; it has index n :: q”, 
where 1 5; c 3; b. The center 3 of a(G) is the uniquely determined subfield 
of Q(EJ such that 3 > Q(cJ and [Q(c,,() : 31 =- @‘. We will need the following 
result describing the Hasse invariants of v(G). 
PROPOSITION 1. With notation as above, the nonzero invariants (inv) of 
v(G) all lie at primes of J dividing p. dt each prime +I) of 3, ‘I_) / p, we have 
invs8u( G) = a@)/q, where a(Yj) is an integer with 0 < a@) < qc and 
(a(j)), q) =: 1. There are qc-l(q -- I) distinct invariants of u(G) and each 
occurs with equal multiplicity. Jf b is an integer, 0 < b < q”, (b, q) =- I, then 
a@) = b for some ‘!lJ j p. 
Proof. \Ve note that 2’ / p - I, since ‘1” = [Q(c,J : 31 divides 
[Q(E?J : Q(c,)] = p”-‘( p - 1). Thus, p splits completely in Q(+) C Q(E,~). 
This shows that there is at least D (qe) --= qc-l(q - 1) primes of 3 dividing p. 
The argument which begins the proof of Theorem 5 of Ref. [3] now shows 
that there is an integer e, (e, 9) = 1 such that for every j, 0 < j < ye, 
(j, q) =m 1, the invariant ejjq” occurs and each such invariant occurs with 
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equal multiplicity. Since there are a(qc) such distinct invariants, it is clear 
that every possible invariant b/q”, 0 < b < q”, (b, q) = 1, actually occurs. 
This proves the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a finite subgroup of a division ring and let D(G) 
be the minimal division ring containing G. Let n be the index of u(G) and :j be 
its center. G is K-adequate for some local field K rf and only if for some prime 
!I of J we have inv,2tu(G) -= e/n with (e, n) = 1. If G is K-adequate with K 
p-local, then there is such a Yj dividing p and p divides the order of G. 
Proof. Suppose for some prime 9 of 3 we have invs8u(G) -= e/n with 
(e, n) 2 1. Then n(G) @a & has invariant e/n and so is a division ring 
central over the local field & [I, p. 1441. Thus G is & adequate. Now 
suppose, conversely, that G C D*, the multiplicative group of a K-division 
ring D, K a p-local field. Then D 3 n(G) 13. D is a complete topological 
space under its natural valuation topology [5, p. 1901 so D contains the 
completion of -3 with respect to this topology. Since D 3 Q, , this completion 
of ,I is isomorphic to &, for some prime !) of 3 dividing p. Since all elements 
of ,I commute with G, JJO commutes with G by topological continuity. 
The map a @ b----t ab defines an algebra isomorphism of Do = u(G) g3 sB 
into D. U(G),!, , being a simple algebra contained in D, is a division ring and 
so has an invariant of the form e,%z, where (e, n) = 1 [I, p. 1441. Thus 
inv,iju(G) -: P”H, as desired. The assertion that p divides j G / follows from 
the fact that v(G) has invariant zero at all primes of 3 not dividing ~ G /. 
This can be seen from an inspection of the division rings v(G) that occur in 
[2]; these are all of the type U,,, and the argument of Ref. [2, p. 3691 shows 
that these algebras have the desired property. 
Let Q be a prime and n a natural number, 15-l-e define /3(4, n) to be the 
highest power of q dividing n. 
hM3IA I. Let K be a p-local field and suppose X = ,B(q, p - l), X :> 0, 
where q is odd, Let L be the subfield of index q in Q,(c~) and set Li = L(E~A+~). 
Let w -2. /3(q, [KL : L]). Then L, = L, and the following five statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) EQh : ic E A’; 
(2) q T e(KL I L); 
(3) there is a b > 0 for which q 7 [KL, : Lb]; 
(4) KL,. = KL; 
(5) q T [KL, : LJ for all i 3 w. 
Proof. Since qA divides p - 1, Q, contains +I. Thus, L, = L(c,A) == L. 
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There is a unique unramified extension of Q2, of every degree; we note 
that QJE*,I+~) is unramified. For any i we have [Q,(~,A i) : Q,] is the smallest 
f, so that pf m-1 I (mod $3 i). Since p I + hq”, (k, 9) :== I, and 9 is odd, an 
easy induction shows that f -= 2’. Thus QD(~+,,) is the unique unramified 
extension of Q, of degree 4”‘. We conclude (1) is equivalent to the assertion 
that 4”’ divides f(K/Q& Since L is completely ramified over Q,] , (I) is 
equivalent to q”’ 1 f(KL/L). As q”‘ 1 [KL : L] -f(KI,,IL) e(KL,‘L) by definition 
of w, we conclude 4”’ lf(k’L/L) -a q”‘ { e(KL/L). Thus (1) and (2) are 
equivalent. 
We prove next that (3) and (4) are equivalent. Since L C Ql,(tv), it follows 
that L ~~ Zp , the field of p elements. 
[Lj : Z,] is the smallest .f so that pJ ~~ I( mod @-1). As above, we have 
f := 4’ and so, in particular, L+, -7’. Li . Thus [Li,,, : Li] -~~ q for all i 0 
and so [KL,+l : KL,] equals 1 or Q. Now suppose for some r wc have 
[KL,,, : KL,] - q. Since KL,. r is unramified over KL,. , [KL,. ~1 : KL,.] =: q. 
If [KL,.,, : KL,,,] = 1, then we would have [KL,.,, : I(L,.] = q. Let u be 
an automorphism of KL,,, over Id,,. of order Q. 0 fixes K and so CT can bc 
identified with an automorphism of Z,(++,-2) over Z,(+ 7). Since (T has 
order q, D fixes En~,rI . Thus 0 fixes KL,.+l , contradicting the assumption 
that KL,.+s = KI,,_~, This proves that KL,,. 2 -+ KL,;, and so if 
[KL,. ,I : KL,.] - q, then [KL, i ,+, : h-I,, , ,J : q for all s ‘: 0. 
Now assume (3) holds. If f i: zu, the cquatinn 
[KL, : L,][L, : L] [KL : L][KL, : k?L] :-. [KL, : L,] q1 
: [KL : L][KL, : KL] -.- 4”’ 1 q”[KL, : L,] =-. q I [KL, : L,]. 
Thus in (3), we must have h ;,J ZU. If b =-- W, then: 
[KL,,] : L,,][I,,,,, : L,] -= [IX,, : L,][KL,,. : KL,,]. (1) 
Since [L,,, : L,,] -= q”‘ and q I’ [KL,,. : L,,], we must have 4” as the q contribution 
of the right side of Eq. (1). But 9”’ / [KL : L] by definition of ZL’, so we conclude 
that q f [KL,,. : KL,,]. From the discussion above we get [KL,,. : KI,,,,.p,] : 
[KL,-, : KL,,J --= ... = [KL, : KL] -: I, i.e., KL,,. :- KL. Hence, we may 
assume there is a b > w satisfying: 4 7 [KL, : Lb], q 1 [KL, : LJ for .z ” i < 1~. 
But then [KL, : L,][L, : Ll,+J = [KL, : KL,-,][KLb-l : I,,-,]. The q cod- 
bution of the left side is q; as 4 i [KL,-, : Lb_,] we conclude [KL, : KL,+,] = 1. 
Then, as before, KL,,, = KL. We have established (3) 2 (4). 
Conversely, if (4) holds, then KL,,. = KL z- [KL : L] = [KL,,. : L] =~~ 
[KL,,. : L,,.][L,. : L] -= q~“[k-L,~, : L,,]. Since ZL’ 7 p(q, [KL : L]), this gives 
q r [KL,,, : L,,], which means (3) holds. Hence, (3) and (4) are equivalent. 
If (4) holds, then Q r [KL,,, : L,,,]. Suppose we have proved 4 +’ [KL, : L,] 
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for all i, u! ,< i >z t. Then [K&+r : KL,][KL, : L,] = [K&+, : Lt+J[&+r : L,]. 
The q contribution of the left side is at most q. But q j [L,,, : L,ji Z’ 
Y f WL : L,]. By induction q f [KL, : Lb] for all b 3 w, so (4) 3 (5). 
If (5) holds, then q f [KL,,, : L,.]. As before we have q f [KL, : KL]., so 
KL,,, :. KL and (4) holds. Thus, (3) (4), and (5) are equivalent. 
Finally we show that (1) and (4) are equivalent. Since KL,,, = KL(E,A, (?), 
we have tq~.ii. E K 2 KL,,, = KL, so (1) =:. (4). On the other hand, if 
KL,,,. - KL, then KL(+,,:) = KL = K, so K(Q+~) ~~:~ K. Thus, QAu. E. K, 
and by Hensel’s Lemma we obtain cqnf /,, E K. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
Our last preliminary result is a strengthening of Lemma 12 of Ref. [3]. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a ,jield ana’ suppose that G is a AT-adequate A-group. 
Then there exists a subgroup H of G, H a A’-adequate A-group, where H is a 
G, ,,,, -group with nz = pqb, s :~ q”, n ~ q, and q I p - I. 
Proof. By Lemma 12 of Ref. [3] we may assume that G is a G,,,,,. group 
with m ~~ pNy”, s = qb, and n = q” with q 1 p - 1. IVe have 
where s -= (r - I, m) and n is the order of r(mod m). Let H, = <AIJaml, B). 
Then p 1 ~ II, 1, but p2 { / H, /. H,, is noncyclic since if B centralized AI@, 
then ypa l ~ papl(mod paq”) and so p would divide Y - I. This is not the 
case since s = qb =y (Y - l,paqb). H,, is a K-adequate /l-group so by the 
results of Ref. [2], HO is also a G,,,,. group. Thus, we may assume that G is a 
G,,,,,-group with m = pqb, n = q’, and s m: q”. r\;ow, using generators as 
before set H = (A, Bg’-l). H is noncyclic since if Bq”-l centralized A, t;hen 
yr,l’-l I(modpqb), contradicting the fact that n : q” is the order of 
r(mod m). Let B = Bq”-‘. Then H z /_g, B / API’ -:- 1, B’I -z A”, ;Ind 
Bml.gB = A”), where u = yq ‘-I. We note that s = qb = (u - I, pq”) since 
if p 1 u - 1, then YQ(‘~’ - I(mod p) and so qC+’ would be the order of 
r(mod m). Since q equals the order of u(mod m), we see that H is a G,,,, 
group with 772 = pqb, s = qb, and n = q. This proves the desired result. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let A’ be a p-local field. Theve exists a K-adequate d-group 
if and only if there is an odd prime divisor q of p - 1 such that q r e(KL 1 L), 
where L is the subfield of index q in Q,(E,). 
Proof. Suppose there exists a K-adequate il-group G. By Lemma 2, 
we may assume that G is a G,,%,-group with nz = poqh, s = q”, and n =: q, 
where q is an odd-prime divisor of p,, - I. By Proposition 2 we have p = p, . 
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Let D be a K-division ring, D 1 u(G). A s in the proof of Proposition 
2 we see that D > o(G) @J:% 312j for some prime ‘91 of 3, 2) : p. Thus 
D 2 K313 03, (3~~ O3 u(G) = D, , and D, must be a division ring. Since 
the invariant of D, is [K3>I, : &] inv(& @J:~ u(G)), we see that 
9 r [K& : 3q]. Setting Li L(Q~&,), where X = /??(q, p - l), we see that 
39, mm: L, . Thus 4 f [KL, : L,]. By Lemma 1 we conclude that 4 f e(KL I L) 
as desired. 
Assume, conversely, that K is a p-local field for which there is an odd prime 
4, ‘7 ~ p -- I, 4 f e(KL : L) with L as above. Let h =- p(q, p - 1) and suppose 
‘1: = /3(s, [KL : L]). Set m mm= pq”’ I(, s q”-“‘, and n =I q. \Te will show 
that there is a G,,,, group with these values of WL, s, and n which is an il group. 
The set of all elements of the form I + @+li‘.t”, where I ranges over 
(0, I )..., p - 1), is precisely the set (0, I,..., p ~ I) (modp). Hence, there is 
an x such that Y == 1 L qAti”x has order q(mod p). Since @‘“’ divides Y - I, 
Y has order p(mod fn). Also s = qA+ !I (Y ~ 1, py”~“‘) by choice of X. This 
proves the existence of a G,,,,,- group G with these values. It remains only 
to show that these values satisfy condition (Ir) of [2, p. 3711: /3(q, s) 
/3(q, p ~ 1) + /3(q, S), where 6 is the order ofp(mod $+.“‘). But /3(4, s) h ;- ‘~2, 
,6(q, p ~~ 1) = X, and 6 I-m (I”’ since p I -I- q%, (k, q) mu: 1. Finally, wc 
complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that this G is K-adequate. 
Let 3 be the center of u(G). Since 3 is normal over 0, all completions of 
3 at primes dividing p arc isomorphic. Let &, be such a completion and let 
c = [K3%, : 3,il]. By L emma 1 we set that q Y c. Let d bc such that 
cd Mom= l(mod ‘1). By Proposition 1 there is a prime y) of ,I, 2) ~ p, with 
inv,!, u(G) = d/q. Then the invarient of 13, = K& m@,!, (Jw iA,+ u(G)) is 
1 /q. Let u = : [K&, : K] and let D be the K-division ring with invariant 
ljuq. Then [K(E,,,) : K] : uq, so K(E,) is a maximal subfield of D !J>- 
Eq. (0.1) of Ref. [3]. Thus, K3,?, C D. By Lemma 1 and Eq. (0.2) of Ref. [3], 
Cent,(K&) (the centralizer in D of K&) equals D, . Thus, u(G) C 1) and 
so G is K adequate. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let K be a p-local$eld. If either p is taco or a Fevmat prime 
then no K-adequate A groups exist. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem I. 
Proposition 2 gives a condition for an d-group G to be K-adequate for 
some local field K. We see from Proposition 1 that this condition is always 
fulfilled if / G / is divisible by exactly two primes. We shall now show that 
this does not always happen; we will, in fact, construct infinitely many 
A-groups which are not K-adequate for any local field K. We begin by 
proving a general result concerning when the tensor product of division 
algebras is a division algebra 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let D, and D, be division algebras with centers L, and .L, , 
respectively and let K = L, n L, . Suppose L, is a finite separable extension of 
K i ::: 1, 2, and ([Dl : L,], [D, : K]) 2: ([Dz : L,], [Dl : K]) = 1. Then 
D, oy D, is a division u'ng. 
Proof. Since L, AL, =m-- K, L, BKLz _ L,L, is a field. D, OK D, is a 
semisimple algebra with center L, $JKLz [4, p. 1141. Thus, D, OK DzI is 
central simple over L1L2 . Suppose 11, & D, z (D), , D an L-division ring, 
where we set L == LILp . Let E be a maximal subfield of D. Consider the map 
of F tqL (D, @K D,) onto (E <gJ,, D,) E& (E or,, Da) defined by 
This is an algebra homomorphism, but since 1”: QL (D, OK D2) is simple, 
the map gives an isomorphism. Since E Or (Dl OK Da) is a complete matrix 
algebra over E, we conclude that E oL1 D, and E QL, D, are inverse elements 
in the Brauer group of E. In particular, E @)LI D, and E QL,, D, have the 
same index. Since the index of E gL, Di divides the index of -Dj , i -:~ 1, 2, 
and ([Or : L,], [D, : LJ) : 1, we conclude that E Or, D, is a complete 
matrix algebra over E, i = I, 2. Thus E splits both D, and D, . Therefore, 
and 
[D, : L,]lia [D : L]l” [L : L,] == [E : L,] 
[D, : L2]1/2 / [D : L]l’” [L : La] = [E : LJ. 
Since ([D? : LJ, [L : Li]) = 1, i = 1, 2, we conclude that [Di 
for i ==- I, 2. Since ([Dl : L,], [D, : L,]) = 1, we have 
[D, : L,][D, : L,] 1 [D : L]. 
: 4 I [D : L] 
On the other hand, from D, gE: D, g (D)r, we have 
[Dl : L,][L, : K][D, : L,][L, : K] = r’[D : L][L : K]. 
Since [L : K] = [L, : K][L2 : K], we conclude that r =:- 1 and D, 6JK D, 
is a division ring as desired. 
THEOREM 2. There are infinitely many A-groups which are direct products 
of A-groups. Xone of these groups can be K-adequate for any localfield K. 
Proof. Suppose G and H are A-groups such that G x H is also an 
A-group. Since Sylow subgroups of A-groups are cyclic by Theorem 2 of 
Ref. [2], it follows that (1 G 1, / H 1) = 1. Now suppose that G x H is 
K-adequate for some p-local field K. Then G and H are both K-adequate 
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and so by Proposition 2, p 1 I G 1 andp ~ 1 N 1, a contradiction. It thus suffices 
to construct infinitely many A-groups G and E-I for which G >C N is also 
an /l-group. 
Suppose G and 11 are A-groups and let & and & be the centers of n(G) 
and u(H), respectively. Suppose also that & n JH 1 Q. If D(G) o. u(Z1) 
is a division ring, then this ring contains G x N and so G x H will be an 
A group. Let p be a prime, p m: 11 (mod 1.5) and let X = /3(s, p -- 1). There 
is an A-group G which is a G,,,,,. group with nz == s”p, s = Y, and n ~ 5. 
Let H be the minimal A group of order 63. Then & n IjH == Q, since 
& ~,O(C,,+,) while ;jH C Q(Q) and it is an easv matter to check that the 
hypotheses of Proposition 3 are satisfied fir u(G) and u(H). Thus 
u(G) (a0 u(H) is a division ring and so G :” H is an d/f group which is not 
K adequate for any local field K. There clearly are infinitely many choices 
for G. 
II. NUMBER FIELDS 
In this section we will be concerned with determining some necessary 
conditions that an algebraic number field K must satisfy if there is to exist a 
K-adequate A-group. Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let k- be un algebsaic number jield fw which thew exists a 
k--adequate A-group. Then [IC : Q] zs not an odd prime and R contains some 
nontrivial Abelian extension of Q. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 we may assume that there is a K-adequate G,,,,,.- 
group G with m ~~ pq”, s = @, and n ~~~ q. Let 3 be the center of u(G) and 
let U(G) : u(G) ,@3 K;j. 
Suppose there is a prime p of K, p j p, such that there are two primes 2), 
and 2), of KJ, Y), 1 $3, +I12 I p, with inv,l, - w (G) # invlj, ID(G). We will show 
that this can not occur. By assump&& u(G) 2 D, D a K-division ring. 
As usual, since u(G) commutes with KJ, we have w(G) CD. Since 
Cent, (KJ) 3 m(G), WC have Cent,(Q) g w(G) OK,{ A, where i2 is a 
K;j-division ring. By Eq. (0.4) of Ref. [3], the index of A is prime to q. 
Since K-3 is normal over K, the local degrees of p to 2)1 and )l).L are equal. 
Thus inv,i,l D OK KJ =: inv,18 D OK KS by Eq. (0.2) of Ref. [3]. By 
Lemma I of Ref. [3], we conclude that 
Since invYjl w(G) -~ invy,, lo(G) is of the form a/q with (a, q) = 1, it follows 
that q divides the index of A which is impossible. Thus, if p is a prime of 6, 
p j p, then inv51j!)l w(G) = invg, D(G) for all primes ‘a1 and 9j2 of KS dividing 
P. 
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Now suppose [K : Q] is an odd prime, say t, and KC 3. We note that 
K + 3, since [3 : Q] is even. By Proposition 1, m(G) = n(G) has 4 -- I 
different invariants. Since [K : Q] is an odd prime, there are an odd number 
of primes of K dividing p. Thus, for some prime of K we must have at least 
two primes of 3 lying over it for which n(G) has different invariants. Thus, 
if [K : Q] is an odd prime, then K n 3 = Q. In particular, the theorem will 
be proved if we establish that it is impossible for K n 3 to equal Q. 
Suppose K n ,I = Q. Let 3 = Q(a) and letf(m) be the minimum equation 
for a in Q[s]. Let $, be a fixed algebraic closure of Q,? and let :j ,, be the 
p-adic valuation of &,> . Let !) be a prime of K, K,, the i&adic completion 
of K, &, C Q, . Let n be the degree off. Since K-n 3 : 0, [Kj : K:l 
[3 : Q] =~ ?z so every element of K,j has a unique expression in the form 
~~~~ k& with k, E K. Let c be the natural isomorphism of K into K,, .and 
let p be any root of o (.f(~)) in Q,, . We obtain a valuation !’ r of KJ by 
defining 
n-1 
o1 c k,c2 = CT, 
i=o 
(fl a@,) P'). 
i=O 
Restricting z r to J gives a valuation of J and every valuation of 3 extending 
the p-adic valuation is obtained in this way. This proves that if we consider 
the set of all primes, say {y), ,..., ‘I),,<, of KJ extending j), then 
p,, = ‘3, f-J 3, !I,’ ‘!), n 3 ,..., y),,,’ = tJII. n 3) -- 
(the ?)i’ are not necessarily distinct) is the set of primes of 2) dividing p. 
Let u be the local degree of 9) over Q and let mi , ni , and si be, rcspcctively, 
the local degrees of 2)i over K. 2); over J is a normal extension of Q so 
mnr = ?n2 ::= ... = nl,,. , and sr :p s2 = ... =: s,,. _ Thus n, ~- n, ~~ ... -: ,a,, . 
Since invo 1) , D(G) =- ni inv,, I u(G) and w(G) is a nontrivial division ring, 
4 r nj for all i. By Proposition 1 we may assume that inv,), , u(G) = 1 jq, 
and inv,!,,,. n(G) r= 2/q. Thus inv,,, D(G) f inv\,] W(G). As- $hown earlier, z 0 
this is impossible and so we could nit have had 3 n K : Q. This completes 
the proof. 
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